Modern automated essay scoring systems rely on identifying linguistically-relevant features to estimate essay quality. This paper attempts to bridge work in psycholinguistics and natural language processing by proposing sentence processing complexity as a feature for automated essay scoring, in the context of English as a Foreign Language (EFL). To quantify processing complexity we used a psycholinguistic model called surprisal theory. First, we investigated whether essays' average surprisal values decrease with EFL training. Preliminary results seem to support this idea. Second, we investigated whether surprisal can be effective as a predictor of essay quality. The results indicate an inverse correlation between surprisal and essay scores. Overall, the results are promising and warrant further investigation on the usability of surprisal for essay scoring.
Introduction
Standardized testing continues to be an integral part of modern-day education, and an important area of research in educational technologies is the development of tools and methodologies to facilitate automated evaluation of standardized tests. Unlike multiple-choice questions, automated evaluation of essays presents a particular challenge. The specific issue is the identification of a suitable evaluation rubric that can encompass the broad range of responses that may be received.
Unsurprisingly then, much emphasis has been placed on the development of Automated Essay Scoring (henceforth, AES) systems. Notable AES systems include Project Essay Grade (Page, 1966; Ajay et al., 1973 ), ETS's e-rater R ⃝ (Burstein et al., 1998; Attali and Burstein, 2006) , Intelligent Essay Assessor TM (Landauer et al., 2003) , BETSY (Rudner and Liang, 2002) , and Vantage Learning's IntelliMetric TM (Elliot, 2003) . The common thread in most modern AES systems is the identification of various observable linguistic features, and the development of computational models that combine those features for essay evaluation. One aspect of an essay's quality that almost all AES systems do not yet fully capture is sentence processing complexity. The ability to clearly and concisely convey information without requiring undue effort on the part of the reader is one hallmark of good writing. Decades of behavioral research on language comprehension has suggested that some sentence structures are harder to comprehend than others. For example, passive sentences, such as the girl was pushed by the boy, are known to be harder to process than semantically equivalent active sentences, such as the boy pushed the girl (Slobin, 1966; Forster and Olbrei, 1972; Davison and Lutz, 1985; Kharkwal and Stromswold, 2013) . Thus, it is likely that the overall processing complexity of the sentence structures used in an essay could influence its perceived quality.
One reason why sentence processing complexity has not yet been fully utilized is the lack of a suitable way of quantifying it. This paper proposes the use of a psycholinguistic model of sentence comprehension called surprisal theory (Hale, 2001; Levy, 2008) to quantify sentence processing complexity. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the surprisal theory, and discusses its applicability in modeling sentence processing complexity. Section 3 details our investigation on whether essays' average surprisal values decrease following English as a Foreign Language training. Section 4 presents a study where we investigated whether surprisal can be effective as a predictor of essay quality. Lastly, Sec- 
Surprisal Theory
The surprisal theory (Hale, 2001; Levy, 2008) estimates the word-level processing complexity as the negative log-probability of a word given the preceding context (usually, preceding syntactic context). That is:
Essentially, the surprisal model measures processing complexity at a word as a function of how unexpected the word is in its context. Surprisal is minimized (i.e. approaches zero) when a word must appear in a given context (i.e., when P (w i |w 1...i−1 , CONTEXT) = 1), and approaches infinity as a word becomes less and less likely. Crucially, the surprisal theory differs from n-gram based approaches by using an underlying language model which includes a lexicon and a syntactic grammar (the language model is usually a Probabilistic Context-Free Grammar, but not restricted to it).
To better understand surprisal, consider the following two example sentences:
(1) The judge who angered the criminal slammed the gavel. (2) The judge who the criminal angered slammed the gavel.
Both sentences are center-embedded relative clause sentences that differ in whether the subject or the object is extracted from the relative clause. Critically, they both share the same words differing only in their relative order. Behavioral studies have found that object-extracted relative clause sentences (2) are harder to process than subjectextracted relative clause sentences (1) (King and Just, 1991; Gordon et al., 2001; Grodner and Gibson, 2005; Staub, 2010; Traxler et al., 2002; Stromswold et al., 1996) . The surprisal values at each word position of the two example sentences are shown in Table 1 .
As we can see from Table 1 , the mean surprisal value is greater for the object-extracted relative clause sentence. Hence, the surprisal theory correctly predicts greater processing cost for that sentence. Furthermore, it allows for a finer-grained analysis of where the processing cost might occur, specifically at the onset of the relative clause (the) and the end (angered). Other differences, such as greatest difficulty at the main verb are shared with the subject-extracted relative clause, and are plausible because both sentences are center-embedded. These predictions are consistent with patterns observed in behavioral studies (Staub, 2010) .
In addition to relative clauses, the surprisal theory has been used to model various other behavioral findings (Levy, 2008; Levy and Keller, 2012) . Moreover, corpora analyses examining surprisal's effectiveness revealed a high correlation between word-level suprisal values and the corresponding reading times, which act as a proxy for processing difficulties (Demberg and Keller, 2008; Boston et al., 2008; Frank, 2009; Roark et al., 2009 ).
Thus, the surprisal theory presents itself as an effective means of quantifying processing complexity of sentences, and words within them. Next, we discuss a series of evaluations that we performed to determine whether surprisal values reflect quality of written essays.
Experiment 1
In the first experiment, we investigate whether an essay's mean surprisal value decreases after suitable English as a Foreign Language (EFL) educational training. Here, we make the assumption that EFL training improves a person's overall writing quality, and that surprisal value acts as a proxy for writing quality. Table 2 : Means and standard deviations of total surprisal, syntactic surprisal, and lexical surprisal for Analysis and Argumentation essays
Corpus
We used the Uppsala Student English corpus provided by the Department of English at Uppsala University (Axelsson, 2000) . The corpus contained 1,489 essays written by 440 Swedish university students of English at three different levels. The total number of words was 1,221,265, and the average length of an essay was 820 words. The essays were written on a broad range of topics, and their lengths were limited to be between 700-800 words. The topics were divided based on student education level, with 5 essay topics written by first-term students, 8 by second-term students, and 1 by third-term students.
To facilitate comparison, we chose similar topics from the first and second-term sets. We thus had two sets of essays. The first set consisted of Analysis essays which are written as a causal analysis of some topic, such as "television and its impact on people." The second set consisted of Argumentation essays where students argue for or against a topic or viewpoint. We further imposed the restriction that only essays written by the same student in both terms were selected. That is, if a student wrote an essay on a chosen topic in the first term, but not the second, or vice-versa, their essay was not considered. This selection resulted in 38 pairs of Analysis essays and 20 pairs of Argumentation essays across the two terms, for a total of 116 essays.
Computing Surprisal
We computed the surprisal value of each word in an essay by using a broad-coverage top-down parser developed by Roark et al. (2009) . The parser was trained on sections 02-24 of the Wall Street Journal corpus of the Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 1993) . Essentially, the parser computes a word's surprisal value as the negative logprobability of the word given the preceding words using prefix probabilities. Thus, the surprisal value of the i th word is calculated as:
Moreover, it decomposes each word's surprisal value into two components: syntactic surprisal and lexical surprisal. Syntactic surprisal measures the degree of unexpectedness of the part-of-speech category of a word given the word's sentential context. On the other hand, lexical surprisal measures the degree of unexpectedness of the word itself given its sentential context and a part-of-speech category.
For every essay, we measured the syntactic, lexical, and total (i.e., summed) surprisal values for each word. Subsequently, the averages of the three surprisal values were computed for every essay, and those means were used for further analyses. Henceforth, surprisal values for an essay refers to their mean surprisal values. Table 2 reports the means and standard deviations of the three surprisal measures of the essays. 1 As can be seen, there seems to be a reduction in all three surprisal values across terms, and second term essays tend to have a lower mean surprisal than first term essays. To analyze these differences, we computed linear mixed-effect regression models (Baayen, 2008; for the two essay categories. Each model included Term as a fixed factor and Student as a random intercept.
Results and Discussion
While our analysis shows that essays in the second term have an overall mean surprisal values less than than essays in the first term, these differences were not statistically significant. There are a number of factors that could have influenced these results. We made an assumption that only a single term of EFL training could significantly improve Table 3 : Means and standard deviations of total surprisal, syntactic surprisal, and lexical surprisal for the three different essay score levels essay quality, and hence decrease overall surprisal values of essays. However, it is likely that a single term of training is insufficient, and perhaps the lack of a significant difference between surprisal values reflects no improvement in essay quality across the two terms. Unfortunately, these essays were not previously scored, and thus we were unable to assess whether essay quality improved over terms.
Experiment 2
In the second experiment, we directly examined whether surprisal values are related to essay quality by using a dataset of pre-scored essays.
Corpus
For this experiment, we used a corpus of essays written by non-native English speakers. These essays are a part of the Educational Testing Service's corpus which was used in the first shared task in Native Language Identification (Blanchard et al., 2013) 2 . The corpus consisted of 12,100 essays, with a total number of 4,142,162 words, and the average length of an essay was 342 words. The essays were on 8 separate topics, which broadly asked students to argue for or against a topic or a viewpoint. Each essay was labeled with an English language proficiency level (High, Medium, or Low) based on the judgments of human assessment specialists. The distribution of the essays per scorecategory was: Low = 1,325; Medium = 6,533; and High = 4,172. In order to ensure an equitable comparison, and to balance each group, we decided to choose 1,325 essays per score-category, for a total of 3,975 essays.
Computing Surprisal
As in Experiment 1, for every essay we measured the syntactic, lexical, and total surprisal values for each word. We computed the averages of the three 2 Copyright c ⃝ 2014 ETS. www.ets.org surprisal values, and used those means for further analysis. Table 3 reports the means and standard deviations of the three surprisal values for every essay per score-category. We analyzed the differences between the means using linear mixed-effects regression models (Baayen, 2008; . Essay Score was treated as a fixed effect and Essay Topic was included as a random intercept. The results indicate that Low-scoring essays had a significantly greater mean total surprisal value than Medium or High-scoring essays. However, the difference in mean total surprisal values for Medium and High-scoring essays was not significant. On the other hand, for syntactic and lexical surprisal, the means for all three essay score levels were significantly different from one another. We further evaluated the three surprisal values by performing a correlation test between them and the essay scores. Table 4 reports the output of the correlation tests. All three surprisal values were found to be significantly inversely correlated with essay scores. However, only syntactic surprisal obtained a correlation coefficient of a sufficiently large magnitude of 0.39.
Results and Discussion
A similar evaluation was performed by Attali and Burstein (2006) in their evaluation of the features used in ETS's e-rater system. Interestingly, the magnitude of the correlation coefficient for syntactic surprisal reported here is within the range of coefficients corresponding to e-rater's features when they were correlated with TOEFL essay scores (see Attali and Burstein, 2006, Table  2 ). Granted, a direct comparison between coefficients is not recommended as the datasets used were different, such a finding is still promising. Overall, the results shed a positive light on the use of surprisal, specifically syntactic surprisal, as a feature for automated essay scoring.
Despite the promising pattern of our results, Table 4 : Pearson's R coefficients between the three surprisal values and the essay scores they must be taken with a grain of salt. The dataset that we used did not contain the actual scores of the essays, and we had to work with broad classifications of essay scores into Low, Medium, and High score levels. A possible avenue of future work is to test whether these results hold when using finer-grain essays scores.
Conclusions and Future Work
We proposed the use of the surprisal theory to quantify sentence processing complexity for use as a feature in essay scoring. The results are encouraging, and warrant further evaluation of surprisal's effectiveness in determining essay quality. One point of concern is that the relationship between mean surprisal values and essay scores is likely to vary depending on the general quality of the essays. Here, we used a corpus of essays written by non-native English speakers, and as such, these essays are bound to be of a lower overall quality than essays written by native English speakers. For example, consider the following, somewhat questionable, sentences chosen from the subset of essays having a High score: These examples suggest that even high-scoring essays written by non-native English speakers may not necessarily be flawless, and as such, grammatical acceptability may play a crucial role in determining their overall quality. Therefore, it is possible that for lower-quality essays, high surprisal values reflect the presence of grammatical errors. On the other hand, for betterwritten essays, moderate-to-high surprisal values may reflect structural variability, which arguably is preferable to monotonous essays with simpler sentence structures. Thus, it is likely that the relation between surprisal values and essay scores depends on the overall quality of the essays in general. For an equitable evaluation, further tests will need to determine surprisal's efficacy over a broader range of essays.
Another critical point is the choice of corpus used to compute surprisal. Whatever choice is made essentially dictates and constrains the grammar of the language under consideration. Here, we used the WSJ corpus and, thus, implicitly made an assumption about the underlying language model. Therefore, in our case, a good essay, i.e. one with a lower surprisal score, would be one which is stylistically closer to the WSJ corpus. Future work will need to investigate the role played by the underlying language model, with special emphasis on evaluating language models that are specific to the task at hand. In other words, it would be interesting to compare a surprisal model that is built using a collection of previous essays with a surprisal model that uses a broader language model. Lastly, our evaluations were aimed at determining whether surprisal can be an effective predictor of essay quality. Further tests will need to evaluate how well the measure contributes to essay score predictions when compared to related approaches that rely on non-syntactic language models, such as n-grams. Moreover, future work will need to determine whether adding mean surprisal values to an AES system results in a performance improvement.
